General Information

Stanford Baseball is proud to offer the seventh annual Future Stars Baseball Camp, scheduled for June 30–July 2, 2016 at Sunken Diamond on the campus of Stanford University. The 3-day camp will offer serious student-athletes the opportunity to receive quality instruction from exceptional and experienced baseball coaches from colleges throughout the country. In 1990, the Stanford baseball staff designed and implemented its first High School Prospect Camp to attract top quality baseball talent to our Bay Area campus. Since its inception, The Stanford All-Star Camp has been the most popular baseball camp in the nation. Due to its popularity, we believe this new experience will offer younger student-athletes the chance to grasp what makes Stanford University Baseball special. The Stanford Baseball philosophy demands that athletes work hard to achieve a relaxed intensity coupled with energy and enthusiasm. The 2016 Future Stars Camp will be no different! Our goal is for you to experience first-hand how Stanford Baseball teaches, practices, and plays the game. At the same time, it offers our entire coaching staff the ability to view players in a competitive environment. By the end of camp, we hope to have helped you develop a more positive approach, mentally and physically, to this great game of baseball!

Facilities and Accommodations

Often called the most beautiful college baseball facility in the country, Klein Field at Sunken Diamond is the year-round home to Cardinal Baseball. Most of the Future-Star camp activities will take place at Stanford’s Baseball Field, Sunken Diamond, which has undergone a 7.5 MILLION dollar renovation in the fall of 2015. This renovation includes new concession stands and bathrooms, a brand new grass playing surface, and a totally expanded and revamped locker room. Nestled amongst the oak trees and featuring a delightful mix of both tradition and modern enhancements, Klein Field at Sunken Diamond is the setting for one of the most extraordinary and memorable college baseball and camp experiences in the country. Originally constructed in 1931, the facility includes 2,100 stadium-style seats, a three-tier press box and renovated dugouts. Triple-A equivalent lighting allows for campers to participate into the evening if necessary. Finally, 2007 marked the completion of Stanford’s indoor batting cage complex – one that rivals any in the professional ranks. The facility measures 16,500 square feet and features high grade synthetic turf. The custom-build netting system can be arranged into a variety of setups during both practice and camp formats. In short, Klein Field at Sunken Diamond allows for one of the top camp experiences in the United States.

Different than the Stanford High School Prospect Camp, the Future Stars Baseball Camp will not offer accommodations on the Stanford campus. All campers will be responsible for securing their own individual lodging for the duration of the camp. The Sheraton Palo Alto Hotel is the preferred lodging for the Stanford Future Stars Baseball camp, with special $139 (king) and $179 (double) nightly rate. Hotel information will be included with all camp confirmation information. As noted, meals will also be the responsibility of each participant.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can you explain what is on the video clips that each camper receives? The past three years this was an à la carte item, but after seeing the results, we realized we had a very powerful teaching tool. In our opinion, everyone in camp could benefit from seeing video clips of themselves in camp, so we made it part of the total camp fee. With that in mind, we provide video clips of your various athletic tests. In addition, various parts of your defensive practice segments get filmed with a coach’s voice over critique of what he likes and dislikes about your actions. We film and voice over a couple of segments of your batting practice, and if you pitch in a game we video one inning of you pitching and voice over part of another inning. All video clips will be emailed to you after the camp is over so you have a chance to review them multiple times.

Did any of the 35 players currently on your Stanford Baseball roster attend any of your camps when they were in high school? Yes, 22 of the 35 players currently on this year’s Stanford Baseball Roster attended one of our baseball camps for high school aged players.

Even if I live close to Stanford, should I come? Yes, Stanford Baseball has designed the camp to offer both local and outside of region participants the opportunity to demonstrate their baseball skills in a competitive environment. Members of the Stanford Baseball staff, as well as top coaches, will participate in the camp in some capacity.

How many participants will attend camp? The camp will be open to 180 players only, making it one of the smallest camps of its kind across the country. The player to coach ratio will be 6 players for every coach. Camp registration is open to any high school 2018 and 2019 graduates.

What is the refund policy? There is a $200 cancellation fee if you cancel prior to May 1, 2016. No refunds given if you cancel after May 1, 2016.

Will players receive any type of evaluation once they leave the Prospect Camp? Yes. After camp, players will receive a comprehensive written evaluation written by his team coach (a college coach) outlining both the players strengths and areas that need to be improved to enhance his game.

Where should I send my completed application? Send completed applications to: Stanford Baseball Camps, Department of Athletics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305. You can also sign up online at stanfordbaseballcamp.com

The Stanford Future Stars Baseball Camp is open to any and all applicants who will graduate from high school in 2018 and 2019.

Contact Us

If you have any additional questions, please contact Dean Stotz at (650) 996-2060, via email at stotz32@stanford.edu, or visit our website at: stanfordbaseballcamp.com
About the Camp

• Morning, afternoon, and evening sessions throughout camp for the serious ballplayer
• Individualized instruction by Stanford Staff and top baseball coaches from across the nation
• Sessions specific to pitching, offense, and defense using current Stanford philosophies
• All meals and lodging responsibility of each camp participant
• Each team will play three (3) games to implement skills into game situations
• Individual Practice Sessions by Stanford Baseball Staff as well as top college coaches
• Generic overview of college recruiting process


To register, you must complete the entire application below. You may also sign up online at stanfordbaseballcamp.com.
Please mail completed applications to: Stanford Baseball Camp, Department of Athletics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-6150.

Camp check-in will take place Friday morning, June 30th at Sunken Diamond

Participant’s Name

Birthday (MM/DD/YY)

Address

City

State

Zip

High School

High School Coach

Parent Name

Primary Phone Contact

Primary Email Address (print clearly)

Fitted Camp Size (check one):

☐ 6-3/4  ☐ 6-7/8  ☐ 7  ☐ 7-1/8  ☐ 7-1/4  ☐ 7-3/8  ☐ 7-1/2  ☐ 7-5/8  ☐ 7-3/4  ☐ 7-7/8  ☐ 8

Primary Position (check one):

☐ LHP  ☐ RHP  ☐ C  ☐ 1B  ☐ 2B  ☐ 3B  ☐ SS  ☐ OF

Jersey Size (check one):

☐ M  ☐ LG  ☐ XL  ☐ XXL

Year of graduation from High School (check one):

☐ 2018  ☐ 2019

Stanford Future Stars Baseball Camp Tuition

$700 (excludes meals and lodging)

Please make all checks payable to: Stanford Baseball Camps

NCAA guidelines prohibit payment of camp expenses (e.g. transportation, camp fees, spending money, etc.) by representatives of Stanford University’s athletic interests. NCAA rules also prohibit free or reduced camp admission for prospects (ninth grade and above). By signing directly below, I affirm that I have read and understood the NCAA legislation as it pertains to the payment of camp expenses for the camper listed on this form. I understand that any violation of the NCAA rules may jeopardize the NCAA eligibility of my son.

Signature of Parent or Guardian